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Abstract

We propose a Machine Translation evaluation
system which does not require human-translated
reference texts. The system makes use of a comparison
between the performance of a computer’s execution
of NLP tasks on source text and on translated text to
judge how effective the translation is. The difference
in accuracy of the NLP task exectutions is used as
a gauge for judging the competence of the Babelfish
online translation system.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Machine Translation Evalutation

Machine translation research has been going on for
several decades, and there are a number of systems
available for use, mostly between English and a Euro-
pean or Asian language. Notable examples are prod-
ucts from Systran, which are used in Altavista’s Ba-
belfish online translation service. Machine translation
evaluation has long been an extremely arduous task
which requires much human input; more recently, the
BLEU evaluation system [3] has made use of a much
more automated, and thus more practical, approach.
However, the BLEU system still requires the presence
of several correct, human-translated reference texts
(see Section 2.1 for an overview on the BLEU sys-
tem). We propose a system which does not have this
requirement, a system that is capable of judging the
competence of a translation simply by comparing the
source and target texts. We believe that this freedom
from human input is important; human translation is a
time-consuming and costly task in the MT evaluation
process, and to cut it out alltogether will undoubtedly
save resources.

We attempt to either prove or disprove the notion
that although a machine translation may seem ineffec-
tive to a human reader, it still holds sufficient correct
information to allow a computer to adequately perform
the NLP tasks of text classification and clustering on
it. If this is indeed the case, then even though machine
translations may not yet be acceptable as accurate rep-
resentations of works of literature in their original lan-
guage, they may be far from useless to a computer ca-
pable of interpreting (“understanding”) them.

Ultimately, a translation should be judged on how
much information it retains from the original text. Fol-
lowing this notion, we judge the effectiveness of a
translation system by comparing the accuracy results
of a computer’s NLP task execution on the source text
and the target text. We expect a drop in performance
that can then be interpreted as “acceptable” or “unac-
ceptable,” which serves as an evaluation of the system.
Indeed the drop in performance gives us a quantitative
measure of the translation’s effectiveness.

In Section 2, we discuss a few relevant examples of
previous work in the area of machine translation eval-
uation. Section 3 serves to describe how we collect
data. The various experiments we performed are dis-
cussed in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 7 we share our
results and conclusions.

1.2 Text Classification and Clustering

Text classification and clustering are two common
NLP tasks that have been shown to obtain good re-
sults with statistical approaches. Classifications refers
to the assigning of new documents to existing classes.
The models for existing classes are built from docu-
ments known to belong to the classes. Usually a docu-
ment is assigned to a single class, but it is also possible
that a document has multiple class-tags.

Clustering refers to the dividing of a collection of
documents into groups (clusters). These clusters are
not pre-defined, although the number of clusters can
be specified. It is also possible to create a hierarchy
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of clusters, in which a cluster is further divided into
sub-clusters.

Classification and clustering have long been stud-
ied, and there are many effective toolkits for both
tasks. These two NLP tasks are natural choices for
our experiments because they can be effectively per-
formed on our data sets.

2 Related Work

2.1 MT Evaluation

The BLEU machine translation evaluation system
[3] proposed in 2002 produced very respectable re-
sults, effectively emulating a human translation judge.
The system produced a score for a given translation by
comparing it to a group of “perfect” human-translated
reference texts using n-gram precision values. After
a few necessary details such as a brevity penalty had
been added, the BLEU system’s scores were found
to correlate closely with those given by a variety of
human judges on a group of test data. The main
weakness of this system is its dependency on human-
translated reference texts. Although it is far more auto-
mated than older, completely human-dependent “sys-
tems,” which relied completely on human evaluation,
the BLEU method still requires several correct trans-
lations. This means that, for every new text that the
MT system is tested on, the BLEU evaluation sys-
tem must first be presented with good reference texts,
which must be produced by a group of humans. This
can get expensive when a machine translation system
is tested on numerous documents, a case that is clearly
possible during the production of a truly effective MT
system.

2.2 Tools

The Bow toolkit [1] was designed for statistical lan-
guage modeling, text retrieval, classification and clus-
tering. It provides a simple means of performing NLP
tasks on a body of newsgroups, and was thus a very
useful tool for us. We produced our results for text
classification and clustering with the help of this sys-
tem.

2.3 Other Related Works

In [4], Weiss et al. showed that newsgroup postings
can be reasonably classified using statistical models.

Palmer et al. [2] investigated the effect of Chi-
nese word segmentation on information retrieval. This
work suggests that well-segmented Chinese text will
improve performances of NLP tasks. Chinese segmen-
tation is an active area of research, partly because cur-
rent systems produce very poor segmentations. As we

do not have a working segmenter for Chinese text, we
expect our results to be accordingly affected.

Finally, Yang [5] gives a good overview of statisti-
cal text classification.

3 Data

The Internet is a rich resource for both English and
Chinese texts. Chinese text on the Internet is encoded
using Chinese character sets. There are several exist-
ing Chinese character sets. The most popular ones
are: GB (simplied Chinese), Big5 (traditional Chi-
nese) and UTF-8. Both GB and Big5 use two bytes to
encode one character; UTF-8, a more recent encoding
standard, uses three bytes. The differences between
these encoding standards complicate data collection,
as a data set must have uniform encoding to be us-
able. Character set detection and conversion are re-
quired. In addition, the character boundaries are often
misaligned in online documents, producing corrupted
Chinese text. These need to be removed from the data
set.

For our experiments, we downloaded newsgroups
articles as our data. Newsgroups are online communi-
ties where people send posts covering many different
topics. There are newsgroups in both Chinese and En-
glish covering similar topics, providing parallel cor-
pora. Postings are self-organized into topics, which
serve as natural labels for document classification. The
following data sets were downloaded:

• Data Set 1: Postings from 5 Chinese newsgroups
were downloaded. The newsgroups and their top-
ics are:

– talk.politics.china – (Chinese politics)

– cn.bbs.rec.movie – (movie reviews)

– cn.sci.medicine – (Chinese medicine)

– cn.culture.buddhism – (Buddhism)

– cn.comp.software.shareware – (soft-
ware/shareware)

These newsgroups are chosen such that they are
terminal groups (they are not further divided into
subgroups), and they cover very different topics.
About 800 postings were downloaded. The post-
ings that contained corrupted Chinese or were too
short (fewer than 50 Chinese characters) were re-
moved, leaving about 400 to 700 usable postings
from each newsgroup. The total number of post-
ings is around 2000.

• Data Set 2: English translations of data set 1. We
used Altavista’s online Babelfish translation.

• Data Set 3: To create a parallel corpus to data set
1, we downloaded articles from 5 English news-
groups. The newsgroups are:
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– talk.politics.usa – (American politics)

– rec.arts.movies.reviews – (movie reviews)

– misc.health.alternative – (alternative
medicine)

– soc.religion.christian.bible-study – (bible
study)

– comp.softawre.shareware.announce – (soft-
ware/shareware)

These newsgroups were chosen such that they
cover similar topics as data set 1. About 3500
postings in all, roughly 700 from each group.

• Data Set 4: Chinese translations of data set 3 us-
ing Babelfish

4 Experiments

4.1 Experiment 1: Classification on Chinese
Source

This experiment serves to compare the accuracy in
performance of text classification on Data Sets 1 and
2: Chinese as source text and English as target text.
We expected a significant drop in accuracy between
the source and target performances, marking a loss of
information in the translation. A typical member of
Data Set 2, the target English, follows:

Perhaps in the very many movies, the au-
dience already was used to it the good Lai
shipyard -like violence and the love. But
truly could attract the audience or has the
male is positive just the charm actor, they
usually could initiate audience’s favorable
impression even respect. Below is one good
Lai shipyard cinema world first ten very
male ranks announcement.

Clearly the translated text is not good English,
but it is also relatively clear that the topic of the
posting is the movies, and that the correct newsgroup
classification is cn.bbs.rec.movie, and not one of the
other candidates: cn.comp.software.shareware,
cn.culture.buddhism, cn.sci.medicine, or
talk.politics.china. The purpose of this experi-
ment is to discover whether a classification system is
able to correctly classify documents such as this one.

We used the rainbow toolkit to classify the docu-
ments. To get a more rounded and reliable precision
average for each data set, we performed classification
using each of three different methods: Naive Bayes,
TFIDF, and Probabilistic Indexing. Each data set was
partitioned into training and testing sets. Either 80%
or 60% of the documents from each class was ran-
domly selected as traning data to build the class mod-
els. The remaining 20% or 40% was used as testing

data and were classified. This procedure was repeated
for 5 times each time different subsets was selected as
training and testing data, and results averaged. The
average results from data set 1 and 2 were compared.
Note that the Chinese documents were not segmented,
meaning each character was treated as a token, instead
of a word, which usually consists of several characters.
We expect this to lower classification performance on
the Chinese documents.

4.2 Experiment 2: Classification on English
Source

This experiment serves to compare the accuracy in
performance of text classification on Data Sets 3 and
4: English as source text and Chinese as target text.
Again, we expected a drop in accuracy between the
source and target performances.

4.3 Experiment 3: Clustering on Chinese
Source

In this experiment, we performed clustering on data
sets 1 and 2 using crossbow, which is part of the rain-
bow toolkit. The number of clusters was specified to
be 5, in accordance with the number of newsgroup top-
ics. Note that, since no cluster topics were provided,
the resulting clusters may or may not correspond to
the original newsgroup topics. Indeed it is possible
that articles from one newsgroup be divided into two
clusters, while several newsgroups be merged into one
cluster. However, there is usually a clear correspon-
dence between the clusters and the original topics.

4.4 Experiment 4: Clustering on English
Source

Experiment 4 is a repeat of experiment 3 on data
sets 3 and 4.

5 Results

5.1 Experiment 1 and 2: Accuracy Results

Classname 0 1 2 3 4 Total Accuracy
0 software 318 19 1 22 . 360 88.33%
1 health 5 291 . 34 . 330 88.18%
2 movies 2 3 44 281 . 330 13.33%
3 religion 2 10 . 268 . 280 95.71%
4 politics 3 33 . 114 19 169 11.24%

Table 1. Classification with Probabilistic
Indexing results example for Chinese as
TARGET
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Test-Set Size
Method 20% 40%

Naive Bayes 90.45 90.16
TFIDF 92.35 91.79
Probabilistic Indexing 86.85 86.14

Table 2. Classification accuracy, Chinese
as SOURCE

Test-Set Size
Method 20% 40%

Naive Bayes 92.76 93.07
TFIDF 94.32 93.35
Probabilistic Indexing 90.40 90.39

Table 3. Classification accuracy, English
as TARGET

Table 1 shows a typical classification result us-
ing documents from the English newsgroups. The
rows represent the original newsgroup topics. The
columns represent the number of documents assigned
to each class. For example, of the 360 documents
from comp.software.shareware.announce, 318 were
assigned to class 0 (the correct class), 19 were as-
signed to class 1 (mis.health.alternative), and so on.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize results from experiment
1. Each row records results using a specific modelling
method. The size of the testing set was set to be either
20% or 40% of the total number of documents, and the
results are tabled accordingly.

Test-Set Size
Method 20% 40%

Naive Bayes 97.38 97.74
TFIDF 97.60 97.97
Probabilistic Indexing 95.26 95.18

Table 4. Classification accuracy, English
as SOURCE

Tables 3 and 4 summarize results from experiment
2, in which original English documents and their Chi-
nese translations were classified.

5.2 Experiment 3 and 4: Clustering Results

Tables 6 and 7 summarize results from experiments
3 and 4. In each of the experiments, each data set was
divided into 5 groups, which often corresponded to the
original newsgroups. The clusters were matched with
the newsgroups so that the total number of documents
in wrong clusters was minimized. The second column
in each table shows the number of correctly clustered
documents out of the total number of documents. The
third column gives the percentage accuracy.

Test-Set Size
Method 20% 40%

Naive Bayes 90.74 89.75
TFIDF 96.08 96.05
Probabilistic Indexing 65.42 65.38

Table 5. Classification accuracy, Chinese
as TARGET

Texts Accuracy
Chinese as SOURCE 1385/1994 69.46%
English as TARGET 1431/1994 71.77%

Table 6. Clustering Accuracy

Texts Accuracy
English as SOURCE 1961/3674 53.38%
Chinese as TARGET 1817/3674 49.46%

Table 7. Clustering Accuracy

6 Discussion of Results

The results of Experiment 1 are unexpected: the
target text actually performs better on the classifica-
tion than the source text. This should obviously never
occur, unless the machine translation system is so ef-
fective that it actually corrects errors instead of cre-
ating them. Since it is extremely unlikely that Ba-
belfish is such a system, we need an alternate explana-
tion. We propose two hypotheses, namely that either
(1) the task of classifying Chinese text is somehow in-
herently more difficult than classifying English text, or
(2) the lack of any segmentation in our Chinese map-
ping scheme is causing words to be incorrectly inter-
preted by the classification system. These two factors
could easily be the reason that the results in Table 1
are actually lower than those of the target English in
Table 2.

The results of Experiment 2, on the other hand, are
more as expected. The source English performs much
better than the target Chinese, as can be seen in Ta-
bles 3 and 4. These results suggest that the translation
system did not perform very well; the accuracy aver-
age dropped from 96.68% to 82.86%, a 13.82% loss,
which amounts to an error increase of about 500%. It
is evident from Table 4 that the target Chinese results
suffer greatly from the tests performed with the Prob-
abilistic Indexing method. It is likely that informa-
tion somehow key to this particular method was lost
in the translation, and that this loss greatly hampered
the classification of the documents. Table 5 shows
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the results of a typical classification test-run using the
PI method, and it is very interesting to note that the
great majority of postings in the “movies” and “poli-
tics” newsgroups were incorrectly placed into the “re-
ligion” newsgroup. Reasons for this misplacement
could be any of several possibilities, such as the all-
encompassing nature of religion.

The same trend was observed in Experiments 3 and
4. Clustering result improved from Chinese docu-
ments to English translations, but deteriorated from
English documents to Chinese translations. One inter-
esting observation is that, clustering performed better
on data sets 1 and 2 than 3 and 4. One possible reason
is that data sets 3 and 4 are a lot bigger (contain almost
twice as many documents).

It is difficult, however, to come up with a concrete
measure of “acceptability” from these numbers. How
do we know what is an acceptable drop in accuracy, or
an unacceptable error increase? The answer to these
questions may depend on the specific purpose of the
MT system under evaluation: if its purpose is simply
to provide a general idea of the original text, perhaps
a 13.82% drop in accuracy is a perfectly adequate per-
formance; but if its purpose is to provide an accurate,
well-organized text fit for publication (which may be
the purpose of future MT systems), a drop of even 2%
may be unacceptable.

7 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper we proposed a machine transla-
tion evaluation system that is not bound to human-
translated reference texts, instead making use of a text
classification and clustering performance comparison.
We described our experiments in which we evaluated
the Babelfish translation system on newsgroup post-
ings. The results were mixed. The Chinese to En-
glish translation actually improved classification and
clustering performances, while the English to Chi-
nese translation lowered performances. We hypothe-
size that this is either because Chinese text inherently
does not fit well with the built-in language models in
the Bow toolkit, or that the lack of segmentation ham-
pered performance.

There are some interesting extensions to the ex-
periments described in this paper. It will be interest-
ing to see how much segmentation will improve task
performances on the Chinese documents. We could
also compare performances from other NLP task such
as information retrieval. Finally, given that there are
many NLP packages for English, and relatively few
for Chinese, it is of practical value to see if it is pos-
sible to combine NLP packages with some machine
translation system to obtain NLP packages for other
languages.
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